2007 ford focus hatchback

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Focus. Overview Overview Most
Popular. ZX3 SE 2dr Hatchback 2. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel
drive Transmission 5-speed manual. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base
engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes
remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low
fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front leg room Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room
Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight
lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance
6. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the
Focus. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear
suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See Focus
Inventory. Sign Up. See Focus Inventory. The oldest economy car on the market, the Ford Focus
is several steps behind the class leaders when it comes to interior design, safety features and
overall quality. However, its variety of body styles and fun-to-drive character could still make it
an acceptable choice for budget-minded enthusiasts and commuters. Now in the eighth year of
its model cycle, the Ford Focus is the oldest economy car in the U. Although the
European-market Focus received a full redesign two years ago, Ford has never brought this
newer version to the U. But there's no denying the fact that Ford's compact car has fallen
behind the competition in interior design, materials quality and safety features. Additionally, the
fit and finish problems that plagued early Focus models persist on later models. Ford says
"smart design and spirited driving" were the guiding forces behind the development of the
Focus. Unlike the Escort before it, the Focus was designed as a world car that would be sold
across the globe. When it debuted in , it offered unusual styling, a roomy interior and excellent
road manners, thanks to its responsive steering and suspension. Unfortunately, the car was
saddled with numerous recalls in its first couple of years, though the major issues have since
been ironed out. Although the car's styling was softened during a refresh, the Ford Focus is just
as spirited as the original out on the road. The problem is that many competitors are equally
entertaining to drive and offer higher-quality interiors with more feature content. The Focus
costs less than some of these cars, though, and it's definitely worth a look if the out-the-door
price is a primary consideration and you're willing to give up some refinement. Additionally,
there's a sport-oriented Focus ST sedan. Aside from a standard MP3-compatible CD player,
base S models are pretty spartan, offering only inch steel wheels, black exterior trim and a
height-adjustable driver seat. The SE adds the essentials, including air-conditioning, a center
armrest, map lights, keyless entry and power windows, locks and mirrors; this midlevel Focus
also gets a rear antiroll bar for better handling. Options for the Ford Focus include a sunroof, an
in-dash CD changer and leather upholstery. The standard drivetrain in the Focus is a 2. The ST
sedan features a 2. A 5-speed manual transmission is standard across the line and a 4-speed
automatic is optional on all but the base S ZX3 hatchback and the ST sedan. The 2. All Focus
models come with 3-point belts in all five seating positions, but there are no head restraints in
the backseat. ABS and traction control are standard on the ST and optional on all other models;
front seat-mounted side airbags are optional across the board. In NHTSA frontal-impact crash
testing, the sedan, wagon and ZX5 hatchback earned a perfect five stars for driver protection
and four stars for the front passenger; the ZX3 hatch earned four stars in both categories. Most
Ford Focus buyers will be content with the base 2. Acceleration is noticeably quicker in the
Focus ST, but other econosport cars in this price range are quicker still. Regardless of trim, the
Focus offers a smooth ride and above-average handling. Although the four-wheel fully
independent suspension allows for noticeable body roll while cornering, the Focus stays
planted and inspires confidence. The steering is surprisingly quick and responsive, always
providing plenty of feedback from the road surface. The Ford Focus is roomy for its class,
offering generous accommodations for its front and rear passengers, even in the ZX3
hatchback. Focus seats are chair height and padded to the point you'd think the seams would
burst from all the stuffing. The control layout is simple, but materials quality is unimpressive.
Sound quality from the stock audio systems is surprisingly good, and downright exceptional
with the optional Audiophile system. In terms of cargo capacity, the Focus sedan offers Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Ford Focus Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably

tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Sloppy fit and finish, low-grade plastic trim in cabin, inadequate storage and cupholders, no
rear head restraints or side curtain airbags, 2. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Find savings on the Focus for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts.
Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
Changes are minimal on the Ford Focus. All CD players are now MP3-compatible, and models
with the optional CD changer automatically get audio controls on the steering wheel. Optional
on SE and SES trim levels is a new interior upgrade package with two-tone leather seats and
satin metallic interior trim. You can also get the leather seats as a stand-alone extra. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. This car is best understood in context. It was an excellent deal
for what you get, and I think that too many people dismissed it because it was an older design.
Ford introduced the Focus around , but that means by the time they produced the model year
most of the bugs were worked out. Remember this was an award-winning car for many years
until it started getting a little long in the tooth. I have had a few problems in k miles, though not
as many as I expected. Little things do come up every now and then, but it sure beats having to
drive a Corolla. The alternator went out at around 70k, but that is not necessarily Ford's fault.
The cruise control stopped working at 60k, simply got a cable replaced and it is as good as new.
One problem these cars have is the clockspring in the steering wheel, works with the airbag
system , which had to be replaced at 75k. There was some carbon buildup in the throttle body at
around 50k, but that is more because of my short commute at the time and the engine not
getting warmed up enough. The radio did stop working a few years ago, so I replaced it with an
aftermarket Alpine stereo that sounds a little better, but the stock radio was not bad. Problems
are basically electrical in nature, but I have never been stranded and the basic powertrain is
simple enough. Simple is good. The hatchback design is one-of-a-kind, and has actually aged a
little better than the sedan. The 5-speed manual has crisp shifts and is well-suited to the 2. It
has a fantastically light clutch. The best thing about the Focus is its ride-handling tradeoff. The
steering has excellent feel, the ride is never harsh, and it will go right where you point it. Not
bad for an economy car. We have a VW Golf as well. While the Golf is a more mature, heavier
feeling car, the Focus is much more playful with no dead spot in the steering and a near perfect
driving position. The present Focus is much more cramped inside. The weakest thing about this
car is that it just wasn't screwed together very well on the inside. It rattles, sometimes badly,
sometimes not so much, depending on the tire pressure. Sometimes I feel like I have the best
car ever--it is quite fun to drive--and sometimes I just want something a little quieter, a little
more refined. But then, I get on a back road with the 5-speed and realize that this car is
one-of-a-kind and it will be hard to replace when the time eventually comes. Read less. Great
Little Workhorse of a Car. Today it has just under 50, miles. I can't say enough good things
about it. The interior headroom is excellent as are the sight lines based on the fact that the front
seats are mounted on an elevated platform, unlike the newer Focus model, whose seats are
mounted very low. I must transport my elderly mother to frequent doctor appointments and she
has no difficulty getting in or out of the car. The car accelerates well, particularly on freeway
ramps and corners remarkably well for a smaller vehicle. Gas mileage could be a little better,
but I probably average mpg in city and 30 or so on the highway. Still operating with its original
belts and hoses. I particularly love the hatch and the voluminous trunk storage, which has more
cubic feet than on many larger models. Some rattles and noises, particularly when the weather
is cold, but nothing major. The heated seats are wonderful during the long Ohio winters as are
the heated mirrors. In short, a great car for little money. Great value in a small car,. In my book,
the Focus and Mazda3 were at the top of the list where driving dynamics are concerned. Since
I'm 6'3" tall, head and leg room are big considerations in a small car - - and the Focus fit me
better than any other in the class. Add to that the incentives on the Focus and the fact that I live
in a state MI that's rather dependent on Ford's business success, and the choice is made. I
bought my Focus brand new in for business usage. This car has been nothing but reliable for
me and my business needs. I have always been able to count on it to get me from coast to
coast. Minor wear and tear repairs are to be expected, as with any car. The most costly repair
I've had to get was a new fuel pump in the middle of , and of course tires and brakes. Thanks
Ford! See all reviews of the Used Ford Focus Hatchback. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the

Focus. Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying.
But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and
keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to
allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for
reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 39 " Rear head room 39 "
Front shoulder room 54 " Rear shoulder room 54 " Front hip room 49 " Rear hip
hyundai sonata rear wheel bearing replacement
2004 ford ranger repair manual pdf
2001 jetta manual
room 48 " Front leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length Fuel
Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Maximum towing capacity 1, lbs. Drive type front-wheel
Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:.
Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration

